RIBA Education Review – May 2016 update

Timeline
(subject to change)

April 2016

• conclude consultation meetings with practitioners, professional studies advisors and Part 3 course leaders

May 2016

• circulate a short survey on the Compact directly to relevant education, practice and membership groups/committees as well as to the wider sector for feedback

June 2016

• consult Professional Indemnity Insurers
• begin the review of RIBA validation procedures

August 2016

• RIBA Education Review Executive Summary published
• begin review of validation criteria (co-dependent on participation of the ARB)

September 2016

• begin creating guidance and templates for practices to meet obligations of the Compact (link with Practice Role Models project)
• propose questions on student employment for inclusion in the annual RIBA Benchmarking Survey

October 2016

• develop current Practice department mentoring guidelines to include specific information to support professional experience employment mentors
• intention to update RIBA Chartered Practice criteria sent to Practice & Profession Committee for approval
• intention to update RIBA Chartered Practice criteria sent to Membership Committee for approval
• trial the Compact in selected representative RIBA Chartered Practices for a 12 month period
January 2017

- begin work on a revised recording platform for professional experience (considering linkages to current student membership benefits/facilities & CPD)

February 2017

- begin work to develop a test of professional competencies (implementation may be co-dependent on ARB Routes to Registration review)

March 2017

- formal notification to schools of change of validation procedures, including outline of transitional arrangements
- integrate updated validation criteria with CPD core curriculum (implementation may be co-dependent on the progress of the review of validation criteria as outlined above)
- full RIBA Education Review report published

November 2017

- Compact and supporting guidance notes finalised based on trial outcomes

January 2018

- inform Chartered Practices of the updated Chartered Practice criteria requiring adherence to the Compact that will be in effect from September 2018

September 2018

- new professional experience recording platform up and running
- beginning of transition period for UK providers running RIBA validated qualifications to offer at least one ‘integrated’ 7 year pathway
- updated Chartered Practice criteria in effect; Chartered Practices to adhere to the Compact

September 2019

- all UK providers running RIBA validated qualifications to offer at least one ‘integrated’ 7 year pathway
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